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About This Game

The toughest arcade challenge yet. Insert coin if you dare.

Silly Squadron is a retro-futuristic take on Space Invaders, the arcade classic from 1978. It has all the Soiree ingredients you're
craving for: fast action, addictive gameplay, strange boss fights (including a mighty middle-aged man) and a seriously

sumptuous soundtrack.

Commandeer a variety of cannons, each offering unique qualities and/or weapons systems

Team up with a buddy in local co-op (or tag team with your CPU if you are friendless)

Watch out for kamikaze beta males, master cucks, and a dozen more special enemies

Befriend invaders to have them join you as meat-shields in the next level

Clear seven worlds of enemies to enter Deluge, the hardest single non-stop level in any arcade game, ever! (even the
pause-mode is disabled in Deluge)
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i think the game is good but i just had a lot of problems with it and thats why im saying no.. win10 has texture bug\uff0cplease
fix it and I will change to good comment. This is a great economical sim that I have more then 100 hours invested in. Fun
scenerios, good graphics, and some fresh ideas and good humor make it stand out from other city management style games..
Paradox DLC broke my family apart.. I tried playing this charming little title and actually liked everything for about 10-15 mins
:p, no but really this game is dead, the message board is dead, online matchmaking is just a loading screen of sadness now and to
top it all off... it's kinda cool at first and that pisses me off really because I want to 100% hate this game but can't all in all lol :/.
Soooo pretty much the graphics aren't bad and even the music isn't horrible, in fact if I was on steam during its release I'd be
writing a positive review I'm sure so honestly it's depressing to see RoShamBo in it's current decaying state. The fact that it's still
a pay to win at this point is stupid beyond comprehension as well considering thats a dead dog game like this can't possibly be
played enough to warrant a payment system anymore and should be taken off until further notice.

I just think this could have been cool if done right in start of things and they weren't and thats that lol, I give this game a 3/10
because of potential at one point and the graphic and sound isn't bad, I am deleting this title once I'm done posting this but
message me if anyone plays this game still, I'm truly curious to find out why haha :p.. Got this game in a bundle and have to say
it is a mixed package.

Pros:
- Great retro graphics feel
- Spot on on the shoot'em/bullet hell combo
- Possibility to upgrade ships and weapons
- Brings just enough of challenging feel
- Keeps you on the edge of your seat while in the action (biggest plus)

Cons:
- Very poor generic story
- Almost no shooting sound effects (biggest letdown)
- Repetitive music
- Hard to read anything with the font type and speed

I recommend this game for the great retro feel and spot on shoot'em up which was the most important for me.
They got the core for a fun engaging game for about 30 mins, but due to the mentioned cons it was hard for me to play more
than that.. Despite the slightly dated graphics, this is overall a really great game which I highly recommend to anyone who
enjoys the SAO light novel or anime! Expect, at the absolute minimum, a 50-hour. mind-blowing gameplay experience.
However, be prepared for around 100 hrs. of gameplay when you dive into this expansive game.

Note: While the game is worth it for its full price, for anybody who wants to save some money, you could always wait for a 50%
discount that comes up about once every season. Otherwise, feel free to support the developers by purchasing this product for
full price!. This game is pretty cool, especially considering it was made by a single developer. Kudos to you. I was hoping it
would have online multiplayer capability, but what's there is very well done and I'm impressed.
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The storyline is quite interesting, though I would have like to see more interactions between all the characters. However, the
ending is a little lacking. Overall, the game is quite good.. Good game wish it worked on linux. Looking forward to trying SR2..
I give up,
after many trials, I think I understood it, and it's quite ok, but then I start a trial (which I succeeded previously) and famine kicks
in and despite having a huge population and moving my pawns all over the map to food resources, I still can't fight it, game kills
the pawns and I still can't keep up when I thought I had maximized -at least optimized- my economy compared to my previous
games.

Unnecessary punishing >> not fun eventually, I wanted to enjoy but looks like it's either too hard as a matter of principle, or
based on luck/ resources you have access to. But I have almost all the maps visible and most of tribes assimilated and tons of
resources, however a simple trial will suddenly drag you down at one point no matter where you're at, whereas in another game
it seemed just challenging but fair.

Bluh, enough time wasted, let's start another game. Thanks for those vinyls. It's a shame that there's only a few, you missed
traditional clothing patterns, which are very unique. But hey, what am I expecting from a Czech company, you wouldn't stand if
Slovak paint jobs were better, wouldn't you? (that was a bit rude, I hope you won't miss the point)

It looks rushed. Buy it only if you really want a Slovak flag on your Scania or Volvo.. very glitchy at its release. after awhile i
cannot make my dwarves do anything. if it isnt acting up in game its crashing the rest of the time. wouldnt recommend it until
they get more bugs figured out.
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